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“Focus”
Your Hypothesis with the Scientific Method
&
Eliminate the “Hocus-Pocus”
By Doug Cranford, CFI
You may not have heard of the Hocus-Pocus
syndrome, but I guarantee you have seen it in action. It is
an attitude, and a blinding sense of arrogance held by
investigators who assume their audience is ignorant about
fire, and investigators who believe a good shuck and jive
will get them through a tough cognitive moment. It’s a false
sense of security, with huge pitfalls in terms of achieving a
successful status as a fire investigator.
I have encountered my share of investigators
endowed with seemingly magical powers. Chances are, so
have you. They are the ones who pull theories and false
conclusions seemingly out of thin air, then strut away head
high, and as clean as when they arrived. Quite frankly, I
want folks like that out of this business for the betterment of
our industry, and ultimately in the interest of public safety.
I met a Deputy Fire Marshal from Florida who told
me he had investigated over 400 fires, and had never had an
Undetermined case. My only response was to flatter him
and say how amazing I thought he was. He agreed, and
continued to offer more examples of has mental dexterity.
I could not escape the thought of how dangerous this
man actually was.
As with most folks in our industry, I consider my
life’s work as being an advocate for advancing Fire
Prevention.
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ELIMINATE THE “HOCUS-POCUS”
As with most folks in our industry, I consider my
life’s work as being an advocate for advancing Fire
Prevention.
I believe the ultimate tool in the prevention
specialist’s arsenal is the weight of law, via sanctions of
liberty, or compensation for damages.
I find it unfortunate that industry, the general
populace, and sadly some municipal fire departments,
view the responsibility of fire safety as a nuisance until a
suitable motivation arrives; usually unexpectedly, yet
often predictably.
Exasperating this dilemma further are instances of
incompetency, carelessness, poor documentation
techniques, and a lack of case preparation by the fire
investigator that sabotage further efforts. These
divergences from a universal principle in fire
investigations are unacceptable.
As conscientious Fire Investigators, our remedy is
a constant focus on the principles of the Scientific Method
(SM) while conducting the investigation, from the time of
the assignment, until the final report is written.
Implementing and identifying the use of each step
of the SM is the demonstrative proof that you
accomplished what could be for the particular
investigation.
Think about the depth of what each step actually
entails; Recognize, Define, Collect, Analyze, Hypothesize,
Test, then Select the final hypothesis.

Do you know the performance differences
between photoelectric and ionization smoke
alarms?

Smoke Alarm Awareness:
By Penny Sanders

If your heart has ever been saddened by
the news of a fatal house fire, PLEASE take the
time to educate yourself about the smoke alarms
in your home. For nearly 10 years I've told anyone
who would listen about the deadly difference
between ionization and photoelectric smoke
alarms, and how nearly all American homes have
ionization-only alarms.
Smoke alarm manufacturers have
admitted that the ionization alarms sound later
than photoelectric in smoldering fires.
Most disturbing is the fact that they
continue to market and sell their ever-profitable
ionization alarms, even donating them by the
thousands to fire departments and organizations
across the country. The end result is a false sense
of security.
Ionization technology MAY NEVER
SOUND in a smoldering fire.
Ionization alarms are super sensitive to
ions commonly produced when cooking or
showering (steam) and they are equally sensitive
to ions produced in an open flame. However, none
of these "triggers" are present to activate an
ionization alarm when smoldering fires are
producing thick, toxic smoke throughout a home.

My experience investigating fires involving
fatalities, serious injuries, and even general property
losses help me Recognize the need. People have suffered
an unexpected loss and their lives are forever altered.
human beings have been negatively effected. I
toolOther
in the
prevention specialist’s arsenal is the
“recognize” that as the biggest “need” possible.
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Smoke Alarm Awareness
During a fire, time is precious
and valuable - you and your family
deserve that extra 10, 20, 40 or up to
an hour!
PLEASE, make a small extra
effort, go to wherever store you
choose, and pay an extra $5 for a
PHOTOELECTRIC smoke alarm; at
least one!
Do this for your family. And,
if I may ask, in memory of all the
others who never had the chance.

Penny Sanders is a paralegal for the
firm of Taylor, Martino, & Zarzaur.
LINKS:
http://www.theworldfiresafetyfoundati
on.org/
http://taylormartino.com/product_liabil
ity/smoke_alarms/smoke-alarm-firstalert-lawsuit.cfm
http://www.theworldfiresafetyfoundati
on.org/cbs.html
http://www.newschannel5.com/Global/
category.asp?C=115782
http://www.wthr.com/Global/story.asp
?S=6552929

My experience investigating fires involving fatalities,
serious injuries, and even general property losses help me
Recognize the need. People have suffered an unexpected loss
and their lives are forever altered. Other human beings have
been negatively effected. I “recognize” that as the biggest
“need” possible.
Defining the problem is more than just our job; I believe
it is a moral obligation. Our mission is to figure out what
happened to our fellow man, or what he has caused.
Collecting the Data is my favorite step; it is like
opening presents, or gathering pieces of a puzzle. You never
know exactly what is inside the box, so it’s usually exciting.
Sometimes it is the perfect gift and is exactly what you wanted.
Other treasures may be used later, or maybe not at all. The
point is, you have new stuff to play with, so enjoy yourselves.
Analyzing the data is like studying the puzzle pieces for
the first time. Right away, it may be easy to group some of the
pieces into categories, or put like patterns schemes together.
Sometimes that is a daunting moment, but it is just as often
invigorating to realize the complexity of the task at hand, and
thus its relative importance.
The selection of a hypothesis, or series of hypothesis,
occurs as the pieces are analyzed and correctly assembled. That
does not constitute a presumption of cause. It may simply be
that one or more hypothesis may seem to exist well before the
final piece is located.
In fact, a number of pieces will have been destroyed by
fire, but deductive and inductive testing can still lead to the
correct interpretation, at least the most probable. Thus, a final
hypothesis, after all other reasonable theories have been
explained, may be summarized and defended if presented in
conjunction with the SM.
I assert the principle of continuous analysis in that each
one of these steps occurs simultaneously throughout the
investigation, and should be emphasized during the creation of
the final report. I recommend adopting a narrative format that
have
been negatively
effected.
I “recognize”
was outlined
and created with
each step of
the SM in mind. that

Other human beings
as the biggest “need” possible.

For instance, if the first piece of data is an eyewitness
who says he was sitting on the bed smoking a cigarette, and
suddenly a fire ball erupted from the Lysol can on the dresser,
traveled across other combustible materials, and landed on the
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I assert the principle of continuous analysis in that each one
of these steps occurs simultaneously throughout the investigation,
and should be emphasized during the creation of the final report. I
recommend adopting a narrative format that was outlined and
created with each step of the SM in mind.
For instance, if the first piece of data is an eyewitness who
says he was sitting on the bed smoking a cigarette, and suddenly a
fire ball erupted from the Lysol can on the dresser, traveled across
other combustible materials, and landed on the bed, I believe the
investigator in you has already placed the SM in motion, and
selected the final hypotheses concerning the value of this witness.
The rule of continuous analysis is universal throughout all
investigations.
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Reconstruction is an ideal way to
demonstrate the testing
requirements of the SM have
been met.

In another example, the owners of a 2007 Charger claim
their ride was stolen from in front of their house, and burned three
blocks away. They have the only keys to the vehicle in their
possession, and there have been no duplicate keys made. Further
information reveals the insurance policy is two weeks old, and the
vehicle payments are in arrears.
Having analyzed the data, the prudent investigator
determined there were multiple indicators of possible deception.
He gathered more data, and conducted a few cognitive tests.
Certainly a preliminary hypothesis should consider the
The
investigators
I know
and system
respect of
arethis
thevehicle.
investigators
who succeed through the quality of their
difficulty of
bypassing the
ignition
The test
work.
We
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work,
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find
occupation.
could be locating the dealership for technical verification, which another
in
Havinglead
a standardized
narrative template
an efficient
turn should
to another hypothesis
about theisvalidity
of theway to gather all the pieces you have
collected,
carry
them
around,
and
then
reconstruct
your
investigation
on paper.
owner’s statements.
There is no way around the fact that when defending your investigation the audience is often hostile.
It is the last place someone should pull a rabbit out of a hat.
About the Author:
Doug Cranford, CFI, is a veteran of the Mobile Fire-Rescue Department, and is currently serving as the
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